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In an age of economic uncertainty, we are

living through a fundamental workforce

transformation with an explosive impact

on organisations.

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM,

September 23, 2022 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- In an age of

economic uncertainty, we are living

through a fundamental workforce transformation with an explosive impact on organisations

unprepared to manage employee and non-employee change.

Global inflation and supply

chain challenges drive an

immediate need for

workforce contingency

planning.”

David Ballew, CEO

Your workforce is your biggest asset. We know intellectual

property sits mainly within the minds of your workforce

and is often not formally documented.

Nimble gives organisations a framework of process and

technology to guide workforce strategy, keep skilled

labour, manage cost and mitigate risk. "Global inflation

and supply chain challenges are driving an immediate

need for workforce contingency planning. We know from

experience that a workforce management partner with a global footprint does not always equal

successful global workforce management," said David Ballew, CEO.

Now is not the time to sit back and wait for world events to unfold. Nimble consultants and an

ecosystem of technology and service partners deliver strategic solutions enabling private equity

and public companies to scale faster and more effectively. We empower talent leaders through

collaboration to ask better questions and ultimately drive real innovation throughout the talent

supply chain.

Gone are the days of relying on 'rate cards' to manage costs. Effective cost management requires

enterprise collaboration, aligned savings objectives, and access to accurate data to meet or,
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David Ballew, CEO

better yet, exceed the savings goal.

Successful workforce optimisation

requires digital transformation,

strategic supply chain partners that

value cost vs price negotiations, and

relationship transparency, which

deliver hard and soft cost savings for

all.

Workforce transformation is

boundless—and we’ve got the breadth

of strategic knowledge and

implementation experience to help you

achieve real innovation.

Real People. Real Feelings. Real

Innovation.

About Nimble

Nimble is a global talent acquisition

professional services company and a

combined force of analytical and creative thought leaders with specialised skills and unmatched

experience. We supply private equity and public companies with a broad range of services in

Strategic Consulting, Technology and Business Operations – all powered by a global network of

innovative technology titans. Nimble creates value by focusing on 'Real People' with 'Real

Feelings' delivering 'Real Innovation.' To learn more, visit www.nimbleglobal.com
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